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In the Loop
System verifcation evolution.
by MR. MILTON KORN
Managing Senior Principal Engineer
American Bureau of Shipping

Even a cursory glance at marine casualty lists shows that
the root cause of a disturbingly high number of vessel
casualties is system failure. In July 2012, the American
Bureau of Shipping published a guide for system verifcation including “hardware in the loop” (HIL) testing,
as part of its mission to safeguard life by minimizing
system failure.

Verifying System Integrity
Stakeholders use system verifcation to affrm their shipboard equipment and systems operation are in accordance with appropriate specifcations and functional

descriptions, which provide a structured method to
develop, manage, and implement a test scope for verifying system performance throughout the system life
cycle. Implicit in the concept is the recognition that
although a system has been verifed, the test scope may
need to be updated as that system changes. Therefore, a
simple “snapshot” of system performance at a particular
instant is of limited value.
An additional beneft from system verifcation is the ability to ascertain that system functionality is as intended,
but, perhaps the specifcation is wrong. As the system
is being verifed, any system operation
that is not in accordance with the functional description or that is not intended
is identifed as a defect. To verify operation and to identify as many defects as
possible, the equipment and systems
are tested in accordance with a relevant
and appropriate test scope contained
within a verifcation plan.
The test scope is developed from functional descriptions including systems
analysis such as:
•
•
•

The scope of the system verifcation notation assigned to a vessel, offshore
installation, or facility is defned by the verifcation process completed in accordance with the ABS-reviewed verifcation plan. The notation applies only to the
hardware, frmware, and functions of the target system and equipment under
control that are included in the verifcation plan. All graphics courtesy of the
American Bureau of Shipping.
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failure mode effect and criticality analysis,
fault tree analysis,
safety analysis.

The Art of System Verification
System verifcation includes developing a test scope that
provides a venue appropriate to the point in the system
life cycle at which testing will occur and applying reasonable and relevant tests that ft into the constraints of
time, resources, and effort. It is best to follow a structured approach to select tests that are appropriate and
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relevant to the verifcation goals and
justify exclusion of other tests. For
example, a verifcation scope that cannot be completed in the time available
or in which the perceived beneft is less
than the cost of development and execution, is of little value.
System verification is also complicated by the need to manage expectations and changes throughout the life
cycle. Those new to system verifcation
may have unwarranted confdence in
systems that have been verifed, mistakenly believing that it is possible to
identify all defects. This is simply not
possible, especially with a test scope
constrained by time, cost, and venue. System verifcation extends classifcation to provide a higher degree of confdence that the systems are
capable of and do function in a planned and specifed fashion under a variety of states.
It is anticipated that equipment and
systems will be tested during developrequirements. To that end, the guide recognizes three
ment and construction prior to installation, during comsystem verifcation methods:
missioning, and periodically throughout the system life
• hardware in the loop,
cycle as warranted by time, change, or casualty. How• software in the loop,
ever, aspects of equipment and system functionality and
• system state estimation.
the risk of damage and personal injury can constrain the
extent of feasible onboard testing. These constraints are
Additionally, the guide recognizes that a combination of
problematic, especially after change is introduced into a
these techniques may be a more appropriate and practideployed system.
cal approach.
To achieve the full value, the stakeholder commitment
Control Systems
must be for the lifetime of the equipment and systems.
Many modern control systems — especially those with a
Without this commitment, system performance can only
large input and output (I/O) count and/or great disperbe verifed at a particular instant and with only a spesion throughout a vessel or facility — connect processors
cific system hardware, logic, firmware, and software
to I/O via a communication network. Some control sysconfguration. Change introduced to a previously veritems use a single communication network for all input/
fed system could necessitate additional testing, which
output and control functions, while others use multiple
must be performed in accordance with an updated test
networks. A typical installation can have remote datascope to identify new defects. Uncontrolled change can
gathering cabinets distributed throughout a vessel coneffectively negate system verifcation benefts.
nected to the processors via a communication network;
input and output local to the data-gathering cabinets are
Introducing Guidelines
typically hard-wired to them.
The ABS System Verifcation Guide provides direction to
defne and develop a meaningful testing scope that idenThere are variants of this scenario where in some impletifes and remediates as many defects as possible prior to
mentations, input/output is directly connected to the
system deployment. Defect remediation prior to deploycommunication network and others, such as those used
ment is less costly than remediation in service when the
for navigation or dynamic positioning, where a second
total cost of remediation can include the consequential
communication network can be used. The National
cost of damage to equipment, the environment, personal
Marine Electronic Association bus, for example, is
injury, or even death.
especially confgured for communication among navigational instruments such as GPS, radar, compass, and
The system verifcation notation can be assigned to a
wind speed.
specifc vessel or facility for specifed equipment or systems that have been verifed in accordance with guide
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Modern control systems also include error-checking
and annunciation capabilities, which typically allow for
diagnostic and error identifcation at the rack and card
level and can extend down to the I/O level, where individual loops can be checked for open, short, ground, and
such. They can also be used to perform transducer and
measuring instrument diagnosis and calibration.

Control Systems Redundancy
One aspect of modern control systems is the level of
redundancy built into the system to facilitate continuous operation in the event of a single failure. Examples
include dual communication networks, master/slave
processor relationships, voting processor relationships,
and multiple power supplies. In practical terms, this
means that for systems using a single communication
network, the network is duplicated, and the two networks operate in parallel. Should one network fail, it is
assumed that the other will continue to operate.
Because it is diffcult to “separate” redundant parts during system verification, redundancy introduces challenges and complexities, especially when verifcation
testing is to be performed on the installed hardware of
an operating control system.

Common Mode Failure
A common element that is without redundancy is the
logic, including software. This commonality can prove to
be an Achilles heel for the control system. If the master
and slave processor are running the same software and a
software defect disables the master processor, it simultaneously disables the slave processor. Similar issues exist
regarding the data communication networks.
Hardware in the Loop
Hardware in the loop or HIL testing is the result of
30 years’ worth of technological evolution; it allows simulations to connect to and interact with the real world.
HIL testing consists of connecting equipment under test
to a simulation of another collection of hardware and
performing a series of tests that verify key functionalities. Before this type of testing, simulation, consisting
of models and logic developed from functional descriptions, were executed on the simulator hardware. Early
simulations had limited facility to connect to and interact
with the world outside and rarely occurred in real time.
These early efforts were the precursors of what now
is called software in the loop (SIL) testing, so with the
introduction of HIL testing, the art has developed into
two distinct branches:
•
•

power hardware in the loop,
control hardware in the loop.
In its purest form, hardware in the
loop testing uses the actual hardware
deployed aboard the vessel or facility
and the actual logic, some of which is
implemented in software. Verifcation
testing is then tied to the real-time characteristics of the actual hardware, frmware, software, and interfaces — which
means that there is limited ability to
accelerate the control system speed to
shorten the testing process. The logic is
loaded into and operates on the actual
hardware. HIL testing provides the
opportunity to identify logic defects as
well as defects that are coupled to the
control system hardware and frmware.

If redundant or parallel processors or automatic control systems are ftted, it is recommended that the
redundant automatic control systems be independent, self-monitoring, and arranged such that, should
one fail, control is automatically transferred to a non-failed automatic control system.
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In practice, it is nearly impossible to
meet this criteria, which is the actual
logic (including software) running on
the actual hardware. Reasons for this
include the challenge of bringing the
actual hardware together; the inability
to connect the actual hardware; and, for
www.uscg.mil/proceedings

the case of onboard testing, the diffculties associated
with HIL testing, interfering with onboard operations
and concerns about equipment damage or personal
injury.
Some stakeholders address these challenges by building laboratories where “identical” hardware has been
set up for verifcation testing. Some labs even duplicate
the interconnecting communication networks. This
arrangement allows for software verifcation on hardware prior to deployment.

Software in the Loop
SIL testing consists of loading control system models,
logic, and software onto an emulation of the control
system hardware on which the logic and software are
intended to operate, coupling the emulation to a simulation of the equipment under control, and executing a
test scope to verify the software. Software in the loop
can be performed using a single computer that acts as
the emulation and simulation host, or multiple computers. In all cases, users must implement an appropriate
interface between the emulation and simulation.
In the case of a single computer, the interface is often
implemented in software, while in the case of multiple
computers, other means would be required. Also, SIL
testing can take place at much greater speeds than HIL
testing, because the software is decoupled from physical
time constraints or characteristics. SIL testing is a variant
of simulation.
One of the major issues with SIL testing is how and
where to connect the simulation to the system to be verifed. For a system where the input/output is connected to
data-gathering cabinets that are distributed throughout
the vessel, one possibility is to distribute the simulation
throughout the vessel and connect at the data-gathering
cabinets. This approach is not likely in a large or distributed system due to the diffculty of distributing and
synchronizing the simulation. An alternative is to connect the simulation to the communication network(s)
or use the network connection of the control system. A
connection such as this does not include the remote I/O
data-gathering cabinets in the verifcation, so this exclusion has to be evaluated.
A third option is to use a dedicated communication port
built into the control system. This kind of connection
does not include the communication networks and adds
a layer of complexity, as there needs to be some switching method implemented in hardware or software to
direct the control system to look at the verifcation port,
as opposed to the normal connection for I/O.
www.uscg.mil/proceedings

Software in the loop can be performed using a single computer acting as the host
for the emulation and simulation.

An additional complexity for these last two scenarios is
that often diagnostic and error-checking functions are
built into the control system and are operating in the
background in some combination of hardware and software. With the control system operating, the I/O loops
are not connected, so the diagnostic and error-checking functions can generate a large number of errors or
alarms that must be managed throughout the verifcation testing procedure.

Applications, Challenges, and Results
In preparation to develop a test scope, it is important to
know what is proposed to be verifed. Is it only logic,
including software, or does it also include the coupling
of the logic to the hardware? If the only interest is in
software verifcation, SIL testing alone could be appropriate. If there is interest in knowing how hardware and
firmware influence system performance, SIL testing
alone may not be adequate, and HIL testing could be the
vehicle for verifying logic on hardware. The signifcance
of differences between the verifcation hardware and
installed hardware are not fully understood or quantifable.
Onboard control system and software testing (either
as part of the initial deployment/ commissioning or as
part of the management of a proposed change) is especially challenging if the equipment installed onboard the
vessel or facility is in operation. A major challenge is to
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control. There was no physical
manifestation that the vessel
technical team could see, and
the control system did not have
the ability to identify the error.
A test scope prepared in accordance with system verifcation
guide requirements would
have considered the occurrence of mutually exclusive
events and included verifcation tests for this potential situation. Logic that would not recognize this occurrence would
have been identifed, and the
logic could have been updated
to address this error.

Enhancing System Reliability
The nature of system development, installation, and deployment makes it highly unlikely
that a single verifcation technique will be appropriate at
Guidance to identify and remediate as many defects as possible prior to system deployment.
each stage of the system life
cycle. System verification lets
decouple the control system from the operating equipthe user identify and remediate defects prior to system
ment to perform verifcation testing, while maintaining
deployment and manage change throughout the system
effective equipment operation and supervision.
life cycle using a variety of techniques that, when implemented in a coordinated fashion with an appropriate test
An instance of a control system failure illustrates the
scope, offer the opportunity to enhance system reliabilpotential system verifcation application. For example,
ity in a timely and cost-effective manner.
imagine that, upon the conclusion of a port stay, a vessel was making preparations to get underway. It was
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